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探査機による小天体サンプルリターンは、大気圏突入時に消失してしまう隕石中の脆弱
物質（多孔質物質や揮発性物質）を保持した帰還試料の詳細な地上分析を可能にする。
帰還試料の物質科学は、現在様々に提案されている惑星形成モデルを制約する上で非常
に重要である。さらに、探査機リモセンによるマルチスケールサイエンスや室内実験と
の比較など、惑星科学分野の総合的な発展に寄与する。そこで我々は、有志による次世
代サンプルリターン勉強会を毎月開催し、候補天体について検討を進めている。本発表
では、2030年代に小天体サンプルリターンミッションを行うための候補天体案を報告
する。 

小天体から試料を地球に帰還させる場合、近日点が地球軌道付近にある天体は復路の設
計が容易となるため、燃料節約になる。そこで、JPL 小天体データベースから近日点距
離が 0.9～1.1au、軌道傾斜角が 10°以下の小天体を候補として抽出し、文献からスペ
クトル型や活動性等を調査した。帰還試料の科学価値を考慮して、探査候補天体として
E型、S型、C/B型、D型小惑星、彗星、活動小惑星、二重/三重小惑星を検討した。サ
ンプルリターンの未踏天体という観点では、E型と彗星が候補天体として有望である。
また、各候補天体への軌道設計を行い、いずれの天体でも 2030-31年打上、2041-45年
帰還という軌道を得た。B型活動小惑星として 107P/ (4015) Wilson-Harrington、D型小惑
星として 162998 (2001 SK162) が候補に挙げられたが、107Pは活動性に、2001 SK162は
スペクトル SN比とアルベドについて不定性があるため、今後の追観測を検討してい
る。 
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Cracking the ‘compositional code’ of the map
Earlier planetesimal-formation theories that explained the history of the
asteroid belt invoked turbulence in the nebula, radial decay of material due
to gas drag, sweeping resonances and scattered embryos47,48. Individually,
each mechanism was, however, insufficient, and even together, although
many of these mechanisms could deplete, excite and partially mix the
main belt, they could not adequately reproduce the current asteroid belt49.

The concept of planetary migration—whereby the planets change
orbits over time owing to gravitational effects from the surrounding
dust, gas or planetesimals—was not new, but its introduction as a major

driver of the history of the asteroid belt came only recently. Migration
models began by explaining the orbital structure and mass distribution
of the outer Solar System, including the Kuiper belt past Neptune50.
Individual models could successfully recreate specific parts, but we still
sought to define a consistent set of events that would explain all aspects
of the outer Solar System. Every action of the planets causes a reaction in
the asteroid belt, so these models also needed to be consistent with the
compositional framework within the main belt that we see today.

The Nice model was the first comprehensive solution that could simulta-
neously explain many unique structural properties of the Solar System11–13,51,52,
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Figure 3 | The compositional mass distribution throughout the asteroid
belt out to the Trojans. The grey background is the total mass within each
0.02-AU bin. Each colour represents a unique spectral class of asteroid, denoted

by a letter in the key. The horizontal line at 1018 kg is the limit of the work from
the 1980s2,8,9. The upper portion of the plot remains consistent with that work,
but immense detail is now revealed at the lower mass range19.
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Figure 4 | The compositional mass distribution as a function of size
throughout the main belt out to the Trojans. The mass is calculated for each
individual object with a diameter of 50 km and greater, using its albedo to
determine size and the average density39 for that asteroid’s taxonomic class. For
the smaller sizes we determine the fractional contribution of each class at each
size and semi-major axis, and then apply that fraction to the distribution of all
known asteroids from the Minor Planet Center (http://minorplanetcenter.org/)
including a correction for discovery incompleteness at the smallest sizes in the

middle and outer belt19. Asteroid mass is grouped according to objects within
four size ranges, with diameters of 100–1,000 km, 50–100 km, 20–50 km and
5–20 km. Seven zones are defined as in Fig. 1: Hungaria, inner belt, middle belt,
outer belt, Cybele, Hilda and Trojan. The total mass of each zone at each size is
labelled and the pie charts mark the fractional mass contribution of each unique
spectral class of asteroid. The total mass of Hildas and Trojans are
underestimated because of discovery incompleteness. The relative contribution
of each class changes with both size and distance.
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ripple structures, rocks with wind tails (fig. S4),
and rocks withmoats provide further support for
localized gas-driven transport. To initiate saltation,
the surface shear stress from the gas expansion
of a vent must overcome the gravitational force
and interparticle forces (14). Although the gas

densities are low, following (15), velocities on the
order of 300 m/s appear to be sufficient to move
100-mm particles and may be generated by local-
ized sublimation. Electrostatic levitation in com-
bination with horizontal electric fields across the
terminator, as proposed for the Moon and 433

Eros, may be an alternative mechanism, although
thismay only be effective for smaller particles (16).

Brittle material

The Seth region and interfaces between Ma’at
and Ash and other units (such as Imhotep) show

aaa0440-2 23 JANUARY 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6220 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 1. Regional definitions based on large-scale unit boundaries. The nomenclature for the regions used here is also given. Images were acquired by
OSIRIS (top left, image no. WAC_2014-09-05T02.29.12; bottom left, WAC_2014-09-05T06.29.13; right, NAC_2014-08-05T23.19.14).

Fig. 2. (Left) The Ash-Seth boundary shows evidence of collapse with talus at the base (positions A and B). Fracturing to produce crevices (C) is also
observed, with deflation of the surface (D and E) appearing as a possible precursor (NAC_2014-08-07T18.37.34.552Z_ID30_1397549700_F22). (Right) Oblique
view of a circular depression in Seth, which appears to have been partially eroded. The face (F) appears rather uniform in texture, with some evidence of linear
features. Note also the evidence of surface deflation (G) and that the horizontal slope appears dust-covered, whereas the vertical face appears “clean”
(NAC_2014-09-02T21.44.22.575Z_ID10_1397549800_F22).
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Fig. 3. Principal-axis views of Nereus shape models. (A) Preferred model (510 × 330 × 241 m) was reconstructed with 15–20 m resolution as we have in the data. The
model has 1148 vertices that form 2292 triangular facets with 6◦ spacing between the adjacent vertices. (B) Alternative model (494 × 320 × 317 m) was reconstructed with
somewhat higher resolution (10–15 m) achieved with 1560 vertices and 3116 triangular facets.

between Nereus’ pole orientation and the line of sight. Based on
our pole estimation, the lightcurve was obtained when Nereus’
spin axis was perpendicular to the line of sight. Consequently,
the lightcurves could not have improved our shape model for
Nereus, because the area around the north pole that remains un-
constrained in the radar data also made weak contribution to in
the lightcurve data.

Fig. 6B shows a synthetic lightcurve computed from the pre-
ferred Nereus model for the same dates and times as the data
obtained in August, 1997 by Ishibashi et al. Although the lightcurve
provides a leverage of ∼ 1600 rotations between the time they
were taken (Aug 1997) and our observations (Jan 2002), we de-
cided not to try to refine the period obtained with the radar data
beyond 1 deg day− 1.

Our model allows us to estimate the visual geometric albedo for
Nereus. The only previous value (pv = 0.55±0.17) comes from the
NEATM model (Delbó et al., 2003). We calculated the albedo using
the standard expression (Russell, 1916; Fowler and Chillemi, 1992;
Pravec and Harris, 2007), f v = (1329/D)2 × 10− 0.4H v = 0.85+0.05

− 0.14 .
We assumed an average absolute visual magnitude of H v = 18.2
and an effective diameter D = 0.33+0.03

− 0.01 km. The resulting opti-
cal albedo is high even for an E-class object although there exists
at least one example, 2004 DC (Taylor et al., 2006) that seems
to have an optical albedo close to unity. For comparison, 1998
WT24 has an albedo between 0.38 and 0.56 (Harris et al., 2007;
Busch et al., 2008) while 3103 Eger has an albedo between 0.34
and 0.53 (Veeder et al., 1989; Benner et al., 1997). One explana-
tion for the high albedo is that we are using a simplistic analytical
expression for a poorly understood relationship between an aster-
oid’s size, albedo, absolute magnitude, and taxonomic class. It is

also possible that the estimate of Nereus’ absolute visual magni-
tude is biased. As noted in Table 1, the magnitude was published in
only two studies (Batrakov, 1996; Ishibashi et al., 2000b), and only
the second one (R-band) states an uncertainty H R = 18.22 ± 0.06.
The JPL small-body database (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi) gives
an absolute visual magnitude for Nereus of H V = 18.2 ± 0.7, with
the more conservative uncertainties based on photometry reported
through 2004, calculated in the standard IAU H–G system (Bowell
et al., 1989).

The NEATM study (Delbó et al., 2003) used the absolute mag-
nitude of 18.7 when they estimated Nereus’ albedo of pv = 0.55 ±
0.17. If we use this lower absolute magnitude, our result (pv =
0.54+0.03

− 0.09) is consistent with the NEATM albedo. A new photomet-
ric study of Nereus would help to constrain its optical albedo, and
more generally, to improve understanding of the absolute magni-
tudes of E-class asteroids.

4. Nereus orbit refinement

Our modeling yielded delay–Doppler values for each radar
frame referenced directly to Nereus’ center of mass. Table 4 gives
radar astrometric estimates for a representative frame on each
date. The assigned uncertainties in delay and Doppler are based
on the radar data resolution. For the Goldstone data, the uncer-
tainties are roughly one pixel in size. For the Arecibo data, due to
finer pixel size, we have estimated standard error about 2–3 pixels
in size. Post-fit residuals indicate consistency of our model-based
radar astrometry, the optical astrometry, and the JPL n-body dy-
namical model. During the time that this paper was under review,
six new optical measurements were reported for Nereus. The last
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of the system, and system angular momentum. For example, the
Ida-Dactyl system is a large asteroid with a small companion
(Dp=Ds ¼ 22:4, where Dp and Ds are the diameter of primary and
satellite, respectively) with a small system semi-major axis that
is only 3.44 Dp (Belton et al., 1994, 1995), while 90 Antiope is a
large (Dp = 87.80, Johnston, 2013) binary asteroid system with
nearly equal size components (Dp=Ds ¼ 1:05) separated by
117 km (Merline et al., 2000; Descamps et al., 2007). In contrast
to these larger systems, 1509 Esclangona is thought to be com-
posed of two small asteroids (Ds=Dp ¼ 0:5) with
Dp ¼ 8:0" 0:8 km and Ds ¼ 4" 0:7 km (Marchis et al., 2012). Such
a wide diversity between the MASs strongly indicates that there
are several mechanisms involved that govern the formation and
evolution of MASs. However, our understanding of the specific
mechanisms, and the physics that govern them, remains limited.
In this study, we aim to provide context and constraints on MAS
formation and evolution mechanisms through a detailed visible
and near-infrared (NIR) spectral investigation to determine MAS
taxonomies, meteorite analogs, and mineralogy.

Previous studies separate MASs into four general categories
based on their known physical parameters (Descamps and
Marchis, 2008; Pravec and Harris, 2007). We adopt the nomencla-
ture of Descamps and Marchis (2008), which divides the MASs into
types based on the physical and orbital parameters; these four
MAS types are summarized in Fig. 1. Each of the MAS types has
its own collection of hypothesized formation and evolution scenar-
ios that are linked to the impact history and internal strength of
the progenitor.

Type-1, T1: Large asteroids with small satellites. The T1 MASs have
a large primary (Dp > 90 km) with one or several small satel-
lites (Ds < Dp=5) in low-to-zero eccentricity (e < 0:3) orbits that
are limited in system semi-major axis a=Rp < 15, where a is the
semi-major axis of the mutual orbit and Rp is the radius of the
primary. An example of a T1 MAS is 243 Ida with its satellite

Dactyl. The proposed formation scenarios for T1 systems are
satellites generated either as ejecta from a large impact
(Durda et al., 2004) or as material removed from the primary
in a rotational mass shedding even (Descamps and Marchis,
2008). These systems are expected to have anywhere from near
zero to high internal porosity.
Type-2, T2: Similar size double asteroids. The T2 MASs are double
asteroid systems comprised of two near equally-sized compo-
nents with a=Req # 3—8, where Req is the radius of a sphere with
the equivalent volume as the MAS. The components have nearly
circular orbits around their center of mass are tidally synchro-
nized. An example of a T2 MAS is 90 Antiope. The T2 MASs
are hypothesized to be the product of rotational fission as all
of the observed systems cluster along the rotational fission
equilibrium sequence (for details see Descamps and Marchis,
2008). Rotational fission requires that the progenitor body has
a low internal strength with little cohesive strength. As such,
the T2 MASs are expected to have a high internal porosity.
Type-3, T3: Small, asynchronous systems. The T3 MASs are small,
asynchronous systems with Dp;s K 10 km with small mass
ratios. These systems can have a high eccentricity secondary,
and they can also potentially be ternary (two satellite) systems.
An example of a T3 MAS is 1509 Esclangona. The T3 MASs are
hypothesized to form as various parts of an evolutionary
sequence driven by ‘rubble-pile’ physics described for near
Earth asteroids (NEAs) (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011). As part
of the ‘rubble-pile’ evolutionary model, these systems are
expected to be collisionally evolved and have high internal
porosity.
Type-4, T4: Contact-binary asteroids. The T4 MASs are
contact binaries with two distinguishable components in a
dumbbell-like shape. An example of a T4 MAS is the Jupiter
Trojan Asteroid 624 Hektor. These systems are hypothesized
to form as either part of the same rotational fission
sequence that forms T2 systems, or as double systems whose
mutual orbits have decayed to the point of contact via
the binary Yarkovsky–O’Keefe–Radziefvskii–Paddack (BYORP)
effect (Descamps and Marchis, 2008; Jacobson and Scheeres,
2011). Both of these scenarios require low internal strength,
so high internal porosity is expected for T4 MASs.

The formation scenarios for MASs can be divided into two broad
mechanisms: (1) those driven by impact processes; and (2) those
driven by ‘rubble-pile’ physics and rotational effects, e.g., rotational
fission and mass-shedding. These mechanisms can operate individ-
ually or be interconnected. For example, an impact can eject mate-
rial that can remain in orbit forming a T1 MAS (small impactor on
large target) or T3 MAS (nearly equal-sized, small impactor and
target). Such an impact can fracture the asteroid imparting a mod-
erate macro-porosity of up to 30% (Britt et al., 2002) to the primary
body. If sufficiently large, an impact can cause the catastrophic dis-
ruption of an asteroid, which can re-aggregate as a rubble-pile with
large macro-porosity (>30%) (Michel et al., 2001; Britt et al., 2002;
Richardson et al., 2005; Tanga et al., 2009; Jacobson and Scheeres,
2011). The rubble-pile asteroid, through rotational spin-up via the
YORP effect, can then evolve into a T2 MAS through rotational fis-
sion and may further evolve into a T4 MAS through BYORP driving
orbital decay. Alternatively, it can evolve into a T1 or T3 MAS
through mass-shedding.

The discerning factor between the formation scenarios is the
internal structure, or rather the amount of vacuum space within
the body, i.e., internal porosity. The determination of porosity
requires a measurement of the MAS density, and the identification
of an appropriate meteorite analog with a known density. In turn,
knowledge of the meteorite analog requires, at a minimum, an
accurate determination of taxonomic classification (e.g., DeMeo

Fig. 1. Graphic summarizing formation hypotheses and characteristics for the MAS
types.
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Data are from (Brozovic+ 2011, a JPL SBDB; b Binzel+ 2019).

maintaining the echo’s strength. Short data integration intervals
assure that the satellite’s echo is not smeared in time delay, which
could result in an overestimate of the satellite’s size. At the same
time, the echo must be strong enough to estimate the satellite’s
visible extent or we may underestimate the satellite’s size. We
estimate the visible extent and Doppler bandwidth for a satellite
by counting the clustered pixels that are above a certain cut-off
signal strength. For example, we processed 0.05 ls Arecibo images
from June 14 so that they have a very fine Doppler resolution of
0.0156 Hz. We summed 10 runs, collected during !8.5 min of
physical time, to create a single delay-Doppler image. If we account
for the transmit time and for the turret switching, this corresponds
to only about !3.3 min of data integration time. Five consecutive

delay-Doppler images are shown in Fig. 6. We considered a pixel
to be part of the satellite if it has signal strength above 1r and it
has neighboring pixels of equal or greater brightness, which is
admittedly somewhat subjective. The leading edge of Beta moves
by 3–4 pixels (22.5–30 m) between images whose mean times
were separated by !9 min. This gave us a good estimate of the de-
lay smearing within each image. Gamma moves more slowly than
Beta and we estimated 2–3 pixels (15–22.5 m) of smearing in de-
lay. Smearing in Doppler frequency due to the orbital motion is dif-
ficult to detect in our images and is at most 1 bin for both satellites,
so we accounted for this in the bandwidth uncertainty.

Table 3 lists bandwidths and visible extents (with smearing
subtracted) for Beta and Gamma estimated from delay-Doppler
images obtained on June 12, 14 and 15; these are the only days
when the SNRs were sufficient for size and bandwidth estimation.
The uncertainties include our considerations of delay-Doppler
imaging resolution and number of looks, as well as smearing of
the echoes due to the satellites traveling along their orbits. The
bandwidths suggest that both satellites could have moderate elon-
gations. If we double the mean visible extent for each satellite from
Table 3, then we obtain zeroth-order estimates of their diameters
of 113 ± 30 m for Beta and 80 ± 30 m for Gamma. More precise
estimates of their dimensions would require shape modeling, but
the images do not have sufficient rotational coverage, SNRs, or res-
olution. We assign the diameter uncertainties based on the largest
of the visible range uncertainties.

We used the mean bandwidths and estimated diameters from
Table 3 in order to constrain the rotation periods of the satellites

Fig. 5. Goldstone delay-Doppler image from June 12. This image is an integration
spanning 1.74 h and covers 263! of rotation by Alpha. The contrast has been
adjusted to show the satellites at the expense of saturating the echo from Alpha.
Echoes from both satellites are smeared in range and Doppler frequency due to
their orbital motion. Resolution is 0.125 ls " 0.50 Hz. Both satellites are between
Earth and Alpha. Solid lines on the left show the mean separations from Alpha;
dashed white arrows indicate the direction of motion. Time delay and Doppler
follow the same convention as described in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Arecibo delay-Doppler images of Beta and Gamma on June 14. The images have a resolution of 0.05 ls " 0.0156 Hz and each panel has a dimension of 100 m " 0.2 Hz.
We summed 10 runs per image, with each run containing less than a half of look due to fine Doppler resolution. The mid-epochs for the images are 9 min apart. Motion by
Beta and Gamma is evident, as the coordinate centers of each image are held fixed.

Table 3
Satellite echo bandwidths, visible range extents, and estimated rotation periods.

Date Obs X-bandwidth
(Hz)

S-bandwidth
(Hz)

Visible
range (m)

Pr (h)

Beta
June 12 G 0.44 ± 0.13 0.12 ± 0.04 56.25 ± 18.75 25.6 ± 11.4
June 14 A 0.40 ± 0.07 0.11 ± 0.02 60.0 ± 22.5 30.0 ± 12.4
June 15 A 0.50 ± 0.11 0.14 ± 0.03 52.5 ± 30.0 21.0 ± 12.9

Gamma
June 12 G 0.75 ± 0.19 0.21 ± 0.05 37.5 ± 18.75 10.0 ± 5.6
June 14 A 0.56 ± 0.11 0.16 ± 0.03 45.0 ± 15.0 16.1 ± 6.2
June 15 A 0.50 ± 0.11 0.14 ± 0.03 37.5 ± 22.5 15.0 ± 9.6

Doppler bandwidths and visible range extents of Beta and Gamma estimated by
visual inspection of delay-Doppler images with resolutions of 18.75 m " 0.0628 Hz
at Goldstone (X-band) and 7.5 m " 0.0156 Hz at Arecibo (S-band). The uncertainties
include our considerations of delay-Doppler imaging resolution, number of looks, as
well as smearing of the echoes due to the satellites’ motion. In order to facilitate
direct bandwidth comparison, the bandwidths have been converted from S-band to
X-band and vice versa. For a symmetric satellite, the total extent along the line of
sight would be the double visible range extent. Rotational periods are calculated
based on Eq. (1). Period uncertainties reflect the propagation of the bandwidth and
the total extent (assumed diameter) errors.

246 M. Brozović et al. / Icarus 216 (2011) 241–256

the observer estimates this location and its uncertainty visually in
time delay and Doppler frequency. One advantage of having a 3D
model is that, with the assumption of homogeneous density, Shape
gives precise locations of the center of mass and enables us to as-
sign much smaller uncertainties than we previously estimated by
eye, and thus significantly improves the orbit. The 14 Doppler
and 13 time delay measurements estimated from the modeling ap-
pear in Supplementary Table 4.

Fang et al. (2011) estimate that the mass ratios for the sys-
tem are Beta/Alpha ! 0.02 and for Gamma/Alpha ! 0.003. Their
maximum influence on Alpha’s center-of-mass, assuming that
all three COMs occur on the same line and in Alpha’s equatorial
plane, is up to "0.4 ls (60 m). Our data and assigned uncertain-
ties are insensitive to this, although it is possible that the influ-
ence of the satellites on the Alpha’s COM could be detected if a
longer observing interval of 0.05 ls delay-Doppler imaging were
available.

We referenced our astrometry to the COMs obtained for the
nominal model of Alpha, although the COMs of the other models
are very similar and within the uncertainties that we assigned.
We used the resulting astrometry to generate a new orbital fit
(JPL orbital solution 84; see the Supplementary material).

The 2009 encounter with Earth was the closest over the entire
interval over which the motion can be integrated reliably (see
the online Supplementary material). Comparing solution #84 to
an orbital solution that contains optical-only observations (380
measurements over 23 years), we find that the radar astrometry
extends the interval of the predicted encounters by 40 years
(4.3%). Encounter timing uncertainty is reduced by up to 23% at
the limits of linearized prediction. This is in agreement with Ostro
and Giorgini (2004) who concluded radar astrometry can improve
the orbits even for objects with long optical arcs.

The next opportunity to observe 1994 CC with radar at SNRs
comparable to those discussed here will occur in 2074. However,
at Arecibo, we will be able to observe it at SNRs of a few hundred
per day in 2032 and in 2053. 1994 CC will be a moderately good
optical target in October of 2011. Photometric observations in
the fall of 2011 could improve estimates of the pole direction,
although this will be challenging due to the small lightcurve ampli-
tude. Mutual events could be detected with 1.5–2 m-class
telescopes.

Fig. 10. Collage of, from left to right: delay-Doppler radar images, fits, and plane-of-
sky renderings of the nominal shape model. In the data and fits, time delay
increases from top to bottom, and Doppler frequency increases from left to right.
The plane of sky view is contained in a 1.0 # 1.0 km square with 301 # 301 pixels.
The white arrow shows the orientation of the spin vector.

Fig. 11. Principal-axis views of the nominal 1994 CC Alpha shape model. The model is constructed from 2000 vertices that form 3996 triangular facets and have resolution of
"(18 m)2. Yellow shading indicates areas that are not well constrained by the data because the radar incidence angle was always greater than 60!. The model has dimensions
of 0.69 # 0.67 # 0.64 km.
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